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Chair, Committee Members, Audience Members, Other Presenters,

My name is Bill Swan.

Iappear before you, not because I believe that what Ihave to say will make one scintilla of

difference as this government steamrolls yet another ill-considered edict through the

process.

No Isit before you today as it is one of the few ways for a citizen to engage directly with

those with their hand on the levers of this anachronistic and increasingly weakened

legislative process.

To be clear. I am not a teacher, the only "skin" I have in the game are my children: a son in

his first year of university at Dalhousie and a daughter in grade six at St. Margaret's Bay

Elementary.

Some of you may recognize me. One year ago and 17 days ago Isat in this very spot with

my daughter, and concluded my time by saying that parents simply do not believe you.

And Iam sorry to say that nothing has changed. We still do not trust you.

You much ballyhooed Council to Improve Classroom Conditions has become a political

embarrassment.

And now, ratherthan working to improve the system with the very people who work in the

system, you bring in an outside consultant to offer warmed over ill-conceived ideas from
Ontario as the saviourof our system. Having looked at these repurposed notions, Iam

reminded of how well they worked during the Harris years and the "common-sense

revolution" something which Ilived though during my 13 yearsof exile in Ontario.

Decision-based evidence making - which is exactly what the Glaze report is. Is - evidence

-thatthe government's idea cupboard is bare.

And this is to say nothing about how infuriating it is for the citizens ofNova Scotia, to be



treated as though they could not possibly know what to do. Our government may be out

of ideas, but I can assure you that the citizens are not.

When Itry to penetrate this dense proposed reform, One thought keeps coming back to

my mind. W.C. Fields once said "Ifyou can't dazzle them with brilliance, baffle them with ...

well this legislation."

It is dense and unreadable and seems to do a lot more to allow this government to do

whatever they want in the future, yet undermines important issues that have stood the test

of time.

For example, it appears that inclusive education is no longer guaranteed. Now, I

understand that the "intention" may be to bring this back in another way. But, again,

parents do not have the trust that you will actually do this. When my daughter loses a

privilege, she does not get it back by simply saying "Sorry Daddy, Iwon't do it again." She

has to PROVE that she will change her behaviour through action ... FIRST.

MaryJane Hampton, local consultant and the person who established the first Provincial

Health Council (one of the best things any Nova Scotian government ever did for health

care), said it best at a recent CBC Town Hall on Health.

She said that she doesn't not believe that health care itself isthat "broken." But what IS very
clearly broken is trust.

She may as well have been speaking about education in Nova Scotia.

And Isuggest that until the members of this government understand that and do

something aboutthat, we will never get the better Nova Scotia that Iwant for my aging
mother and my children.




